Stretch
Your Resources.
KAIVAC® AUTOVAC STRETCH™ SYSTEM

K A I VA C ® A U T O VA C S T R E T C H ™ C L E A N I N G S Y S T E M

CLEAN MORE WITH LESS
Don’t let dirty hallways, cafeterias, warehouses or fitness areas drive customers
and guests away. The AutoVac Stretch System is designed to clean wide-area
hard surface floors with its extreme soil removal technology, sustainable green
cleaning and autoscrubber performance at a fraction of the cost.
Just open the spigot to release the cleaning solution, turn the vacuum motor to “on” and start walking to evenly
spread the solution across the floor while simultaneously vacuuming, and… DONE. It’s truly that simple. When
the vacuum tank becomes full, the operator has the option to empty the filtered contents back into the solutions
tank to continue cleaning. The unique one-fill process and recycling option significantly saves on water and
chemical usage while reducing cleaning time.
Kind of a no-brainer, right?

SEE THE AUTOVAC
STRETCH IN ACTION

FEATURES + BENEFITS
+	Cleans 25,000+ sq. ft. per hour by
eliminating unnecessary trips to refill
+ R
 emoves 99.8% of targeted soil
leaving floors cleaner and shinier
+ R
 educes cleaning chemical usage by
66% and water usage by 75% or more
+ E
 xtreme soil removal technology
enables users to reuse or “recycle”
the cleaning solution without loss of
cleaning effectiveness
+	Easy to learn and use with the
KaiTutor™ onboard video
training system
+	Extremely low cost of ownership
+	Meets LEED requirements for
sustainable cleaning equipment
+	Easy to maintain and repair —
no technician needed
+	Universal quick-change Power Pack
can be used with all Kaivac batteryenabled systems

KAIVAC AUTOVAC STRETCH
CLEANING SYSTEM
The AutoVac Stretch is a simple high-speed system for
cleaning wide-area hard surface floors. Kaivac’s extreme soil
removal technology combined with its unique recycling option
enables unprecedented cleaning range and productivity in a
walk-behind machine — without loss of cleaning effectiveness.

TRANSFER SPIGOT (NOT SHOWN)

Enables unmatched
soil removal.
10-GALLON VACUUM
TANK WITH EASYFLUSHING DUMP HOSE

KAITUTOR™
ONBOARD TRAINING
Video training system
leads the operator
through the
cleaning process.

Vacuum tank holds 10
gallons of recovered
cleaning solution. Dump
hose allows quick and
ergonomic draining of
vacuum tank contents.

10-GALLON TROLLEYBUCKET WITH CONVENIENT
“THUMB THROTTLE”

NO-DRIP
STORAGE TRAY

Trolley-Bucket holds 10 gallons
of clean and fresh solution.
Elongated spigot handle with
“thumb throttle” allows users
to control the spigot flow at
their fingertips.

Convenient location to
store optional vacuum
wand or speed spreader.

28” DROP-DOWN
SQUEEGEE HEAD
Efficiently removes soils
and solution, leaving
floors clean and dry.

MICROFIBER PAD
AND FRAME

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

POWERED BY
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Allows free and quick movement at any time of the day throughout the facility.
See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

AutoVac Stretch is certified by the
National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
for providing high traction. NFSI.org

INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH
VACUUM MOTOR

Transfers filtered cleaning solution
from the vacuum/solution
tank into the trolleybucket for re-use.

For evenly spreading
cleaning solution.

AutoVac Stretch is certified by Green
Seal® for Environmental Innovation
based on reduced environmental
toxicity, waste minimization, use of
verified environmentally-preferable
products, and conservation of energy
and water. GreenSeal.org

Save time. Save money.
Choose smarter cleaning equipment.
Call Kaivac today for a free consultation at 800-287-1136
or visit us online at kaivac.com
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